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i have no idea how the nsa justifies recommending their own products
to companies who want to be secure. perhaps its ok because they

dont actually use it. that would make sense if nsa and fbi didnt use it.
given their history of influence over govt standards, its unlikely they

are ok with their own products. i could be wrong. they want us to
believe their products are secure. while theres nothing wrong with
promoting products, if they are not secure they are misleading. it is
so naive to say only technically competent people can secure our

communications. since they dont know what they are talking about, it
is even worse. many hackers are dumb as i am. yet, they have their
ways of defeating our sec systems. rather than take our brains, they
simply take what they want from us. they steal all of our information.

this is why i feel they target individuals. they dont have to steal
information. they get away with it. its very simple. but there are also

some downsides. their just so rare that any given patch might be
applying to 0.1% of the population or more. this is a market their size

alone should prevent. another (very unique) is that theres no real
leverage over their product: theres no way to make them do anything

for free, not to mention we dont even have any idea what effect a
patch would have on the product in the first place. i think what

constitutes a backdoor is an interesting point. im almost in favor of
getting rid of the term as its almost meaningless in covert operations.

point being, security is predicated on an argument that a specific
instance of a system satisfies a security policy. taking over that

system requires defeating the security policy and inserting
modifications to the system (eg malicious code). in other words, any

weakness in security posture is a backdoor in practice. this has
implications for discussions with people like skeptical who claim

theres no evidence of nsa backdooring us products.
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yes, thats why i want to
buy key from you. i

know most of the others
arent selling it. theyre
afraid of the us. i want

to buy it from you.
youre selling for $100. i
have $100. i could buy
the cracker. i dont need
to do anything, except
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buy it from you and
crack it. is it wrong for

me to do that? all i
would have to do is add
the crack to the code. i

have a one time key
that has no expiration. it

would come with the
crack and keys could be

sold. you could get a
few pennies a year from

a few thousand. the
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most relevant thing i
see is that the us seems
to be concerned about

the use of encryption by
foreign governments.

and, i agree that it does,
and its a good thing. its
also the case that the us

is concerned about
encryption by foreign

terrorists, and that has
been their policy since
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the beginning. yet, its
interesting that they
have a completely

different policy towards
the german encryption

products that nsa
reviewed in 1945. they
rejected them on the

basis of their use by the
enemies of the us. while

thats silly, its also
consistent with their
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current policy. they
believe any product that

is capable of
enciphering information,

even in a highly
restricted way, is a

potential threat. thats
why they dont like
capability-based

encryption and why
theyre so concerned

about strong, symmetric
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encryption. this
continues to the day.
youll notice theyve

gotten some credit from
people like bell for being

innovative and cool.
but, theyre also

criticized as being a
tech goliath that doesnt
care about security. and
theyre seen as more a

hard ass group that
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wants a security
exemption to cover

themselves. both are
inaccurate. theyve

gotten criticism from
some on this list for

being a big company.
yet, theres a bunch of

smaller companies that
produce the same

products. yet, theyre
doing exactly the same
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